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1) Precise spectroscopic comparison between H and H

tests of fundamental symmetry (CPT)

What measurements are we talking about?

2) Measurement of the gravitational behavior of antimatter

tests of the Weak Equivalence Principle

_

3) other measurements in antihydrogen(-like) systems

positronium, protonium, antiprotonic helium, ...



Experiments at the AD
(antiprotons and antihydrogen)
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ATRAP & BASE 

All measured antiproton-to-H− cyclotron frequency ratios as a function of time

cyclotron line.

DiSciacca, J. et al. One-particle measurement of the antiproton 
magnetic moment. Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 130801 (2013)

¯μp/μp = −1.000 000±0.000 005   (factor 6 improvement by BASE in 2017)

spin line

S. Ulmer. et al. Nature 524,196–199 (13 August 2015)

(q/m)p /(q/m)p −1 = 1(69) x 10-12¯
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E. Widmann

Exotic atom formation

• stopping of 
negatively charged 
particles in matter
• slowing down by 

ionization (normal 
energy loss)

• end when kinetic 
energy < ionization 
energy

• capture in high-lying 
orbits with n~!(M*/me) 

example: antiprotonic helium
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ASACUSA results (pHe+ spectroscopy)
By comparing the calculated and experimental pHe+ 
frequencies, the ratio Mp/me can in principle be 
determined to a fractional precision of <1 × 10−10 

M. Hori et al., 
Science 04 Nov 2016: Vol. 354, Issue 6312, pp. 610-614
DOI: 10.1126/science.aaf6702 

_

_

Combining with ATRAP/BASE:

Δ(mp,mp), Δ(qp,qp)  < 5 × 10−10 (90% CL) _ _
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Figure 2. A conceptual experimental setup for the ground-state hyperfine transition
measurements of H atoms with the cusp trap (see the text for more details).
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Figure 3. (a) A schematic drawing of the present experimental setup, which consists of
the antiproton (p) catching trap, the compact positron (e+) accumulator, the cusp trap for
antihydrogen (H) synthesis, the 3D track detector, and the H detector downstream of the cusp
trap. (b) The central part of the cusp trap, which consists of a superconducting solenoid coils,
a cryogenic UHC bore tube, and an MRE installed in the bore tube.

installed in a weak uniform magnetic field away from the H formation trap, which enables high
precision spectroscopy of H atoms. Our preliminary simulation revealed that the polarization of
50 K H beam amounts to about 30 % when they are synthesized near the maximum magnetic
field in the cusp trap [27]. The microwave cavity induces hyperfine transitions from LFS to HFS
states when the microwave frequency is in resonance. The sextupole magnet sorts out H atoms
in HFS states from those in LFS states.

Figure 3(a) schematically shows the experimental setup used to confirm the H synthesis. It
consists of the antiproton (p) catching trap [28], the compact positron (e+) accumulator [29],
the cusp trap, the 3D track detector [30], and the H detector. The 3D track detector consisted
of two pairs of two modules each having 64 horizontal and 64 vertical scintillator bars of 1.5 cm
width. It was used to determine the annihilation position of antiprotons by monitoring charged
pion trajectories. Antiprotons of 5.3 MeV from the Antiproton Decelerator (AD) at CERN were
extracted into the ASACUSA area, slowed down to 120 keV by a radio frequency quadrupole
decelerator (RFQD), and then were injected into the p catching trap through a double thin
degrader foil of 180 µg/cm2 thickness. About 106 antiprotons were accumulated and electron-
cooled per one AD shot in the p catching trap. The antiproton cloud was radially compressed [31]
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TBR: 
Formation

Focusing
of low-field 

seekers

Rate: few atoms/hour

Rydberg states ? Many still in n>29

Velocity? T~ 100K-1000K?

Under reasonable assumptions & measuring 
both transitions to extrapolate to zero field 
➟ measurement to O(10-9) appears possible
(with a rate of ~ 1Hz of ground-state atoms)

ASACUSA beam (2014)

H ground state hyperfine splitting:
_

N. Kuroda et al., 
Nature Communications 5, Article number: 3089 (2014)
doi:10.1038/ncomms4089

M. Diermaier et al.,
In-beam measurement of the hydrogen hyperfine splitting 
- towards antihydrogen spectroscopy
https://arxiv.org/abs/1610.06392

http://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms4089#auth-1
http://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms4089#auth-1
https://arxiv.org/abs/1610.06392
https://arxiv.org/abs/1610.06392
https://arxiv.org/abs/1610.06392
https://arxiv.org/abs/1610.06392
https://arxiv.org/abs/1610.06392
https://arxiv.org/abs/1610.06392


Antihydrogen production processes
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Resonant charge exchange3-body recombinationradiative recombination
TBR: RCE:

very low rate



Antihydrogen production processes

e+

Rate ~ Rate (trappable) Rate ~ Rate (nPs,vPs)

Temperature
(Te+)

Temperature

e+

p
_
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Resonant charge exchange3-body recombination

TBR: RCE:
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ALPHA results (trapping, 1s-2s spectroscopy)
M. Ahmadi et al., Nature 541, 506–510 (26 January 2017)G. B. Andresen et al., Nature 468, 673–676 (02 December 2010)

further results: 
microwave transitions in GS H
q(H) < 0.71 x 10-9 e

_
_

surviving fraction: 58% ± 6%

trapping of ~ 10 H simultaneously (similar for ATRAP)
_



alternative antihydrogen production method: RCE

AEgIS

Ps + p → H + e-
Ps* + p → H + e-

_
__

_

e+

e+
TPs ~ 100 K

TH ~ Tp

Ep ~ 5 kV

_ _

Ps + H → H + e-
__

GBAR

cold H 
_

hot H
_

+

_

*

*

+
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Schematic overview

Physics goals: measurement of the gravitational interaction between
matter and antimatter, H spectroscopy, ...

_

Schematic overview: pulsed horizontal beam of H
_

L L

σ ≈ a0n
4

measurement: deflectometerproduction: charge exchange

time-of-flight:         pulsed production
beam divergence:   ultra-cold p

_

F = - ─ n k ▽ E ➝3
2

beam formation: Stark acceleration
[M. K. Oberthaler et al., Phys. Rev. A 54 (1996) 3165]
[A. Kellerbauer et al., Phys. Rev. A 54 (1996) 3165]



Antiproton decelerator

AEGIS
( 1013 p @ 26 GeV/c2) 

ALPHA

BASE

extraction at 5.3 MeV

Two main challenges: more / colder antiprotons



ELENA to the rescue

ATRAP 
I & II

ALPHA
ASACUSA

GBAR BASE

     space for
future (anti)atomic 
physics experiments

AEgIS

extraction at 100 keV

Two main challenges: more / colder antiprotons
current methods for trapping them are quite inefficient



ELENA is a tiny new decelerator that:
• dramatically slows down the antiprotons from the AD
• increases the antiproton trapping efficiency x 100
• allows 4 experiments to run in parallel
• allows new experiments to come in commissi
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“Ultra-cold” (~1 µK) Antihydrogen

P1: GAD

General Relativity and Gravitation (GERG) PP1066-gerg-477708 January 2, 2004 15:54 Style file version May 27, 2002

564 Walz and Hänsch

Figure 1. Orders of magnitude relevant for gravitational experiments

with antihydrogen. The scale on the bottom gives the spread of vertical

velocities, 1 σ =
√
kT/m, which corresponds to the temperature axis

in the middle. The height kT/2mg to which antihydrogen atoms can

climb against gravity is shown on the upper scale.

Antihydrogen atoms in a magnetic trap can be cooled further using laser

radiationon the strong1S–2P transition [15–17]which is at 121.6 nmwavelength in

the vacuum-ultraviolet spectral region. Producing laser radiation in thiswavelength

range at Lyman-α is a considerable challenge. Using a pulsed Lyman-α source,

laser-cooling of ordinary hydrogen atoms in amagnetic trap has been demonstrated

down to temperatures of 8mK [29]. Recently we have build the first continuous

laser source for Lyman-α radiation which might eventually improve laser-cooling

of trapped antihydrogen atoms [30, 31]. Nevertheless, there are limits for laser

cooling, one of which is due to the finite selectivity of the cooling force in velocity

space. This “Doppler limit,” kBTDoppler = h̄γ /2, is related to the natural linewidth,

γ = 2π · 99.5MHz, of the transition. For antihydrogen, TDoppler = 2.4mK. The

other limit is due to the photon recoil, kBTrecoil = h̄2k2/m, where k = 2π/λ. Laser

cooling of antihydrogen is thus eventually limited to Trecoil = 1.3mK [15]. Note

that these limits are fairly high, compared to those for other (alkali) atoms which

are common for laser cooling. This is due to three reasons. First hydrogen is a

very light atom, second the cooling transition is at a rather short wavelength and

third the cooling transition is rather strong, i.e. it has a large natural linewidth.

Nevertheless, laser-cooling of antihydrogen will certainly help a lot, in particular

for CPT tests. But for experiments in antimatter gravity the corresponding vertical

heights in the range of meters might still be somewhat too large to be practical.

1S→2P laser cooling: cw Lyman-α source
Eikema, Walz, Hänsch, PRL 86 (2001) 5679

current lowest p 
temperature (4.2K)

(light atom, short wavelength)

for gravity measurement
gravityspectroscopy

current lowest H 
temperature (0.5K)

_ H atoms in trap @ 8 mK
using pulsed Lyman-α 
I.D.Setija et al., PRL 70 (1993) 2257

_

Two main challenges: more / colder antiprotons



Temperature of produced H
_

2016

TBR: fraction trapped out of fraction made ~ 10

challenge inherent in TBR: e+ plasma physics →
trade-off between # and temperature

-4

possible increase in cold H rate by laser-cooling Be+ 
to sympathetically cool e+ but is cooling efficient 

enough to counteract heating through p injection?

_

_

Outlook: 10‘s ~ 100’s of trapped H (through stacking)
_

(critical for trapping, gravity measurements)



sympathetic cooling to the rescue

cooling of H+
_

formation of H+(binding energy = 0.754 eV)

cooling of p
_

should allow reaching same precision on g as with atoms (10-6 or better)

J.Walz and T. Hänsch, Gen. Rel. and Grav. 36 (2004) 561

Roy & Sinha, EPJD 47 (2008) 327

how? perhaps through Ps(2p)+H(1s) → H+ + e-

_
_ _

sympathetic cooling of H+

e.g. In+ → 20 μK

photodetachment at ~6083 cm-1

gravity measurement via “TOF ”

Warring et al, PRL 102 (2009) 043001
Ultracold antiprotons by indirect laser cooling 79

Fig. 1 (Color online.) Energy
level diagram of the negative
osmium ion. The red arrow
indicates the relevant
transition for laser cooling

valence electron [19]. Classically, negative ions should not exist, as it is not ener-
getically favorable for a negatively charged electron to attach itself to a neutral core.
Nevertheless, most elements form negative ions. They are created by polarization
of the neutral atom and are stable due to quantum-mechanical correlation effects.
Their binding energy, the energy gained when all Z + 1 electrons adjust their
wavefunctions in accordance with the Pauli exclusion principle and electrostatic
repulsion, is typically about an order of magnitude smaller than the binding energies
of atoms or positive ions. The potential is both shallow and short-ranged; therefore,
only a limited number of bound states (if any) exists.

The number of negative ions which form bound excited states is even smaller [20].
Most of these states are sub-levels of the same configuration and hence have the
same parity as the ground state. Due to the well-known selection rules, electric-
dipole transitions cannot occur between same-parity states. Such transitions are,
however, of particular interest for spectroscopic investigations. Moreover, they could
in principle be used to laser-cool the negative ion. Opposite-parity bound states
have been predicted for the anions of a number of elements. While some of these
candidates have not yet been investigated experimentally, the existence of such states
in lanthanum and cesium has already been ruled out [21, 22].

Recently, a comparatively strong resonant transition just below the photode-
tachment threshold was discovered in the negative osmium ion and investigated by
infrared laser photodetachment spectroscopy [23]. In this study of Os−, the transition
frequency (wavelength λ ≈ 1162.7 nm) was determined with an uncertainty of
≈ 5 GHz. It was found that the bound excited state is very weakly bound (binding
energy ≈ 11.5 meV) and that its Einstein coefficient is A ≈ 104. Figure 1 shows
the resulting energy level diagram, taking into account theoretical calculations on
the ground state configuration [24]. The narrow linewidth means that the Doppler
temperature achievable by laser cooling is TD ≈ 0.24 µK, four orders of magnitude
lower than that of (anti-)hydrogen when using the Lyman-α transition [25]. Based
on these experimental data, the aforementioned theoretical study [18] established
that the laser cooling of Os− should be technically feasible. Many aspects of the
technique, however, depend on the cross-section of the cooling transition as well
as the configuration of the bound state, necessitating a more detailed spectroscopic
investigation of Os−.

11meV
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Fig. 3 (Color online.)
Blue-shifted resonance
frequencies as a function
of the ion beam energy [28].
The solid line is the result
of the fit for the Doppler shift,
its extrapolation to zero beam
energy is shown in the inset.
The lower pane shows the
residuals of the fit

Previous investigations of excited states in negative ions have relied on photode-
tachment by absorption of an additional photon into the excited state. In our setup,
ions which have been excited to the Je state in the interaction region are neutralized
by the strong electric field in the ionizer. Of course, photodetachment nevertheless
occurs and contributes to the total neutralization rate. All neutral atoms are detected
by the MCP placed in the forward direction. A typical excitation resonance is shown
in Fig. 2b, along with the corresponding resonance obtained without the ionizing
potential. The difference in signal intensities illustrates the dramatic enhancement
due to the field detachment. The width of the (mainly Gaussian) resonance,
!res ≈ 45 MHz, is dominated by the Doppler width; its slight asymmetry is due to
a corresponding asymmetry in the velocity distribution of the ions.

In collinear laser spectroscopy, the measured transition frequency is blue-shifted
because of the Doppler effect. While the transition frequency in the ion’s rest frame
can be deduced from a single measurement at a well-known ion beam energy, a
more precise value is obtained by performing a number of measurements at different
beam energies and fitting the data points to the well-known function for the Doppler
shift. Furthermore, a possible systematic shift in the beam energy can be accounted
for by including it as a parameter of the fit. The result of these measurements
and the corresponding fit are shown in Fig. 3 [28]. From the fit, a transition
frequency of ν0 = 257.831190(35) THz was obtained, corresponding to a wavelength
of 1162.74706(16) nm. This is in good agreement with the prior measurement [23], but
more than two orders of magnitude more precise. The fit yielded an average beam
energy error of 0.4(5) eV. To our knowledge, this transition frequency measurement
constitutes the most precise determination of any feature in an atomic anion.

The resonant cross-section can be determined by considering the time evolution
of the ground and excited state populations in the beam as well as the number of
neutralized atoms. A set of three differential rate equations for these populations in
the region of overlapping beams can be solved analytically [29]. The total number
of neutralized particles is obtained by numerically integrating the expressions for
the number of excited and detached ions over time and the radial extent of the
overlapping beams. Assuming constant overlap of the ion and laser beam, it is only

very weak cooling  
→ best to start at ~ 4K and cool
   to Doppler limit (                 )

Fischer et al, PRL 104 (2010) 073004 

_

GBAR experiment

TOD

Anion cooling for AEgIS: Os, La, C2
_ _ _

very long-term goals: gravity, spectroscopy in sub-mK traps

_



Motivation: CPT

Inconsistent definition of figure of merit: comparison difficult
Pattern of CPT violation unknown (P: weak interaction; CP: mesons)

Absolute energy scale: standard model extension (Kostelecky)
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other measurements with 
antihydrogen-like atoms & ions...

Ps, muonium:

µp:
_

H:
_

charge neutrality ...   

gravity (2nd generation), antiproton charge radius

gravity (lepton sensitivity)

pp, pd:
_ _

gravity (baryon sensitivity) - Rydberg protonium

ions: H2+, resp. H2

ions: H+
_

gravity, CPT (ultra-cold H)
_

_ _

proton-electron mass ratio	
μ	


pN:
_

trapped p + radioisotopes = PUMA
_



Trapping of antihydrogen: 
ATRAP and ALPHA: large progress in last years
main challenge now: enough cold enough constituents 
small numbers of antihydrogen atoms in the ground state trapped in 2010
first measurement of 1s-2s to 10-10 in 2016
assuming 1 mK: 1s-2s spectroscopy to ~ 10-12 (perhaps in a “few” years)

Beams of antihydrogen: 
ASACUSA: continuous beam (ground state atoms!) and pHe+

AEGIS: working towards pulsed sub-K beam 
main challenge now: formation mechanisms and rates, cold enough p 
low precision gravity measurement and in-flight spectroscopy of 
      HFS to 200 Hz (10-6)

From 2017, new low energy p accelerator ELENA: new
experiments, experimental opportunities for many years

_

_

to summarize the situation... 

_

Trapped antiprotons: 
   BASE: conceivable reach: (q/m)p /(q/m)p to 10-12 , μp/μp to 10-9 ¯¯


